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adobe makers. It looks to have been located about 2 km SSE from the town of Las Varas. Kidder notes that there are not foundation trenches under walls at this site (* in contrast to Animas sites for example). Nearly every room wall had a doorway. Four doorways were rectangular and four were "step-passage" ("T"-shaped). A ninth doorway was changed from rectangular to step passage. (* Carey called "T"-shaped doorways Tau shaped doorways). Five burials, in poor condition, were found under rooms. At least two were tightly flexed. One had a Babicora polychrome jar placed near the head. The roomblock was obviously burned. There were not a lot of artifacts and there was an upper floor to the mound. Carey does not show this site on his 1931 map leaving Kidder to conclude that it was probably destroyed by the creek in the seven intervening years. There are several plates of artifacts from the mound. They also spent one day on a hurried tour of three cliff houses west of Madera on the Rio Chico (near its confluence with the Rio Garabato). Cliff house number 1 is a small dwelling. It is two floors and walls are built with adobe courses the same as the Las Varas Ruin. They dug up two burials with a total of three redware vessels. Cliff house 2 has a large granary that is described in detail. (* This site is adjacent to Cuarenta Casas. It is referred to as Cueva del Puente by Pearson and Sanchez [1990]). Cliff house 3 is mentioned by Lumholtz, Hewett and Carey, before Kidder. (* This is Cuarenta Casas). This site is more thoroughly described elsewhere. *This is an interesting paper although it seem ironic that Kidder, of all people, would practically blow off discussing the pottery., edited by Seventieth Anniversary Volume Honoring Edgar Lee Hewett So Live the Works of Men.
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